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Somatic Psychotherapy Toolbox
from ornately decorative to excrutiatingly stringent, Japanese rope bondage is an art which has developed over centuries of
martial and erotic practice. Now, accomplished Japanese-born pro-domme and bondage practitioner Midori shows step by
step how to achieve beautiful and exciting Japanes bondage on a variety of genders and body types. Each chapter starts
with a spectacular full colour photo of the finished bondage pose, and then explains with text and line art how each rope
and knot is placed to achieve the final result. This is the first book ever

Shibari Suspensions
Whether you are looking for an introduction to bondage or seeking new heights of erotic delights, The Ultimate Guide to
Bondage is the perfect addition to your dungeon’s bookshelf! The Ultimate Guide to Bondage is a comprehensive reference
guide for any Mistress, Master, or lover of BDSM. Mistress Couple’s original and insightful approach to bondage invites
curious kinksters to consider and explore a myriad of practical and psychological bondage methods. Going far beyond any
BDSM “starter kit” the book shows how bondage truly extends past the rope and chain restraint of your partner. From
decorative applications such as wedding rings and corsets, to invisible yet potent mental bondage, to fetish applications
such as balloon or nylon encasement, this book provides historical context, powerful insights, tutorials, examples, and
activities for every type of bondage enthusiast.

Shibari You Can Use
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A Basic Guide to Safe and Fun SM Lovemaking S/M expert Race Bannon guides the reader gently through the basics of sage
and fun S/M. A classic.

Bondage for Sex
Chanta Rose teaches readers everything they need to know about bondage and rope tying to increase their pleasure in
bondage sex without having to hop on a plane to San Francisco to take her standing-room only classes.

Tie Me Up!
"Your guide to embracing your sexy self and having brilliant, bountiful, bodacious sex! Who says you have to be a size 6 to
have the best sex of your life? Curvy Girl Sex is here to show you that regardless of size, shape, or flexibility you CAN get
creative and have satisfying, sultry, sensual sex! Sexpert Elle Chase covers sex positions from basic to advanced, specific
challenges faced as plus-sized lovers, and precise tips, tricks and techniques that cater to your big, beautiful body. You'll
learn about sex toys on the market that are best for a woman of size, the one item in everyone's home that's just waiting to
be used to make sex better, tried and tested methods, positions, and sex hacks." --Publisher's description.

Essence of Shibari
The Ultimate Guide to Kink is the first major guide to BDSM in a generation—a bold and sexy collection of essays that run
the gamut from expert how-to tutorials to provocative essays that delve into complex questions about desire, power, and
pleasure. The book brings together diverse voices from the kink community in an unprecedented way: each chapter is
written by a different sexuality/BDSM educator. Divided into two sections, the first section features thorough, thoughtful
pieces—on everything from flogging to bondage—packed with techniques and beautifully illustrated with original images
from artist Katie Diamond. The second section is dedicated to role-playing fantasies and personal manifestos. From age
play to masochism, these chapters cover some of the edgiest, most taboo and controversial elements of kink in depth. The
Ultimate Guide to Kink features the expertise of renowned educators writing passionately on their favorite subjects,
including Patrick Califia, Midori, Laura Antoniou, Barbara Carrellas, Lee Harrington, Jack Rinella, Lolita Wolf, Madison Young,
Hardy Haberman, Felice Shays, Ignacio Rivera, Sarah Sloane, Mollena Williams, FifthAngel, and Edge. It will educate, inspire,
and challenge both newcomers to the world of kink and experienced BDSM players.

The Scarlett Letters
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Light-hearted and fun to read, SCREW THE ROSES, SEND IN THE THORNS tells readers everything they need (and want!) to
know about sadomasochism. Deeply committed to the blend of trust, fantasy and sensuality that makes S/M an intensely
erotic and deeply intimate experience, Miller and Devon here offer everyone - from the complete novice to the wellpractised sub or dom - clear explanations, solid advice, safety measures and steamy suggestions. Illustrated with over 225
photos and illustrations, the book also includes a glossary and 30-page resources listing.

On the Safe Edge
Exploring BDSM: A Workbook for Couples (or More) Discovering Kink will walk you through eight popular categories of kink,
encouraging you to explore each one as you go. Fill out checklists with your partner and get advice on crafting scenes using
your compatible kinks. Learn about effective communication in BDSM as you review each scene you've tried. Explore
different areas of BDSM: Bondage Impact & Pain Play Sensation Play Role Play Sexuality & Sexual Taboo Protocols & Power
Exchange Humiliation Play Taboo & Edge Play Get advice on how to explore your kinky fantasies and craft amazing scenes
from Kink Educator, Lifestyle and Professional Dominant Morgan Thorne. She shares personal stories, safety information as
well as tips to make your explorations thrilling and fulfilling.

Sensuous Magic
This illustrated guide is intended to help couples achieve greater intimacy through clitoral orgasms.

Two Knotty Boys Showing You the Ropes
Amanda's not loving life in her new home town. Her roommate is a weepy hermit, the rock climbing gym is substandard,
and she hasn't whipped anyone in months. So when an odd encounter leads her to believe that Derek-the good-looking,
sweet-tempered climber every woman wants but no woman gets-is a submissive, she's ready to take control and give him a
night to remember.There's something special about Amanda, something that's been calling to Derek ever since he met her,
even if he doesn't understand what it is. He's yearning to give her everything she needs, until he finds out that what she
needs is for him to submit. Derek is strong, smart, and well-adjusted. Why would he get down on his knees for a woman?
And why is he just now realizing that that's what he's always wanted to do?Derek may be new to BDSM, but Amanda's new
to relationships. Neither one of them knows whether a Domme with a grudge against the world and a man who's surprised
to learn he's a submissive can make love work, but they both know what they want: someone to call Mine.Mine is a fulllength standalone M/F femdom story with a happy ending.
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A Liberated Mind
In this introduction to a different, more daring love style, ex-mistress Claudia Varrin celebrates the delightful and
unexpected romance and sensuality of D&S (dominance and submission) and offers suggestions on how to add this
delicious spice to a bland sexual relationship. From its light-hearted "party games" to its detailed anatomy lesson
(imperative for anyone who plans to wield a whip), The Art of Sensual Female Dominance explores many D&S practices in a
direct but sensitive way. Varrin communicates how these practices not only are sexually fulfilling but also can bring couples
closer emotionally and spiritually. The book suggests ways in which a woman can introduce D&S into a relationship, gives
advice on how to set up one's first D&S scene, and explores the emotions each partner experiences before, during, and
after "playtime." There is instruction on the specifics of bondage, foot worship, and discipline, to name just a few of the
fabulous fetish and fantasy chapters. Leather one night, lace the next, D&S can provide the techniques and confidence to
turn you into a different woman every night, the possibilities limited only by your imagination.

Dirty Rendezvous
From the Author of Squirting: It's Easier Than You Think, Squirt Stories and the Creator of Squirt School. In Squirt School:
The Book you'll learn more about squirting, and maybe more importantly you'll learn techniques and be encouraged to
participate in exercises which can help you learn to squirt. Features more than 10 positions which help with g-spot
stimulation. Also learn clitoral stimulation techniques, including a revolutionary clitoral stimulation technique that
unfortunately most people know nothing about. Learn about masturbation techniques, including some warm-ups, and a
masturbation technique which may just be the trick to getting you to squirt! Squirt School: The Book includes several
homework assignments to get you started on the right path to squirting pleasure!

Anthropologica
Steven Diamond is an ace L.A. criminal lawyer with a roster of A-list clients affording him a life of lavish indulgence. A
polished dominant with skills to match his appetites, heâe(tm)s the silent partner in a highly exclusive club for connoisseurs
of feminine submission. Exquisitely beautiful, rigorously trained sex slaves from all over the world await the opportunity to
serve him. He seems to want for nothing. His orderly world is turned upside down, however, when his younger half-brother
Ray, publisher of a slick kink-sex magazine, gifts him with the irresistible and enigmatic O.Sheâe(tm)s an accomplished
photographer, sophisticated fetishist and passionate seeker of a master worthy of her total surrender. Captivated, Steven is
determined to possess her totally at whatever cost, little knowing how dear that cost might be.Set within the universe of
modern Los Angeles, these three people and the colorful characters in their orbits act out a dramatic tale of erotic power at
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once familiar and exotic. I welcome you to their distinctly modern world with all its dark delights, shocking revelations and
hidden challenges as seen for the first time from a dominant manâe(tm)s perspective.

Squirt School
Rachel Kramer Bussel was at the vanguard of this new era of BDSM. Always a step ahead of the zeitgeist, this awardwinning editor knows your private fetishes a lot better than you do. Now that 2 million readers are bondage curious, thanks
to the runaway popularity of the Fifty Shades series, Rachel can help them explore their fantasies and realize their deepest
desires.

Tying and Flying
Often considered the most intimate (and intimidating!) of sexual activities, anal sex is gaining mainstream acceptance as
the ultimate in alternative intercourse. This guide takes the fear factor out of anal sex and shows heterosexual couples the
best positions for pain-free pleasure. Introductory material which will discuss how to experience anal sex safely and
pleasurably, hygiene and safety, bringing up the topic with a partner, and the use of sex toys and accessories. Subsequent
chapters will be position-specific: positions for first-timers; positions to spice up your repertoire; and advanced positions.

Learning the Ropes
Modern pinup Master Chas Ray Krider delivers an enthralling body of work with this high quality collection of sex noir
imagery. Gorgeous girls dressed up in vintage lingerie, posing shamelessly behind closed doors in slick retro settings; full of
exciting interplays between light and shadow which transport you to a world of love, lust and desire. Highly dirty and highly
arty at the same time. Be prepared to be blown away! Dirty Rendezvous is a sensual masterpiece. Provocative, sexy and
absolutely classy.

Screw the Roses, Send Me the Thorns
Powerful Tools for Overcoming Depression Do you think that you could lessen or overcome your feelings of depression if
only you had the right tools? Are you ready to help yourself stop feeling depressed? If so, then you've found a powerful
resource. The Cognitive Behavioral Workbook for Depression is a complete, comprehensive, step-by-step approach you can
use, on your own or working with a therapist, to manage and conquer depression. Using techniques from cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) and rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT), you'll develop a plan for breaking your cycle of
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depression. You'll learn to recognize and dispute the irrational thoughts and depressive beliefs that keep you feeling down.
You'll also discover ways to guard against emotions that often occur with depression, like anxiety and anger. As you
proceed through the book's chapters and exercises, you'll build stronger defenses against depression, which will help you
maintain your progress. The powerful tools in this book will help you: •Develop a personalized plan for change •Assess your
depression and learn how best to overcome it •Defeat depressive thought and beliefs •Overcome thoughts of helplessness,
worthlessness, and self-blaming •Avoid perfectionism and frustration •Manage stress and depressive sensations •Use
special cognitive and behavioral techniques for positive change

The Mystery of the Undercover Clitoris: Orgasmic Fingertip Touching Every Woman Craves
From the author of the underground classic, SM 101,comes essential information on how to use ropes,and restraints to
achieve comfortable, erotic,attractive bondage - for decoration, for sensation,or for immobility. No complex knots or,hard-tofollow diagrams just common sense, easy,to use, flexible techniques, with a special,emphasis on safety and responsibility.
Illustrated,throughout.

The Art of Sensual Female Dominance
Jenny Nordbak takes us to a place that few have seen, but millions have fantasized about, revealing how she transformed
herself from a USC grad lacking in confidence into an elite professional dominatrix who finds her own voice, power and
compassion for others. On an unorthodox quest to understand her hidden fantasies, Jenny led a double life for two years. By
day she was a construction manager, but at night she became Mistress Scarlett. Working at LA’s longest-running dungeon,
she catered to the secret fetishes of clients ranging from accountants to movie stars. She simultaneously developed a
career in the complex and male-dominated world of healthcare construction, while spending her nights as a sex worker,
dominating men. Far from the standard-issue powerful men who pay to be helpless, Mistress Scarlett’s clientele included
men whose fantasies revealed more complex needs, from “Tickle Ed” to “Doggie Dan,” from the “Treasure Trolls” to “Ta-Da
Ted.” The Scarlett Letters explores the spectacularly diverse array of human sexuality and the fascinating cast of
characters that the author encountered along the way.

The Ultimate Guide To Tease & Denial
In her debut book, Morgan Thorne writes about the art and practice of Classic Discipline, also known as English Discipline.
We begin with a quick lesson on the history of classic discipline so that we can use the past as inspiration for our play.
Starting with the naval discipline made famous by the British, we continue on to British school discipline, which was (and
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sometimes still is) used in various parts of the world to keep students in line. We finish up with ritual and religious
discipline, a taboo subject that many find erotic. Getting into the practical side of BDSM practice begins with exploring
different types of consent, negotiation and when a 'safe word' may be needed. The differences between punishments and
'funishments' are examined, with instructions and advice for engaging in both. Morgan is well known for her emphasis on
safety and goes into thorough detail on how to stay safe, both in body and mind. It is then time to learn how to use a
variety of implements, including different techniques, where on the body to use them, and how to care for the implement.
The book covers canes, floggers, straps, paddles, switches, birches and many other implements that fall into the category
of classic discipline. This book covers what you need to know to create your own kinky discipline scenes, including how to
structure your scene for different styles of play. Whether it's a punishment cold caning or a more sensual flogging scene
with a schoolyard twist, a Guide to Classic Discipline will provide you with what you need to know.

The Better Built Bondage Book
Bondage for everybody: Stephan Niederwieser s relaxed style and focus on pleasure are the perfect combination for this
introduction to bondage, a book that s sure to benefit both the rank beginner and the experienced practitioner. Here you ll
find everything you need to know about the most important toys and accessories, about different kinds of knots and how to
tie them securely. You ll find all the tools you need to let go of your inhibitions and get the biggest bang from your bondage
experience. - See more at: http: //www.brunogmuender.com/katalog/produkt/tie-me-up/#sthash.i3BQ2tWp.dpuf"

A Guide to Classic Discipline
How to be Kinky is a primer on the multi-faceted world of kink and getting into BDSM play. It is for beginners and novices,
couples and singles. Morpheous' comprehensive guide to kink addresses all aspects of kinky play, such as how to turn
bedrooms into a den of iniquity, how to maintain physical and emotional safety during play and proper protocols and
etiquette at fetish events. Fully updated, this enhanced second edition is reworked in full-colour, with gorgeous and sexy
photos, as well as 15 easy to follow photo essays.

The Ultimate Guide to Kink
Self-suspension can be used for dynamic movement, exploring intense sensation, performance, learning partnered
bondage, ritual, and more. This first-ever guide to self-suspension takes a thorough and nondogmatic approach, including
everything from meticulous safety information to practical step-by-step rope bondage instruction. Beautiful color
photography with a diverse range of self-suspenders is featured throughout.
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Bondage Basics
Whether you're new to somatic approaches or a seasoned practitioner, this toolbox will be a game-changer in your work.
From over 25 years of clinical experience, Manuela Mischke-Reeds, MA, LMFT, has created the go-to resource for mental
health therapists who want to incorporate somatic techniques into their daily practice. Highly-effective for clients dealing
with trauma and stress disorders, somatic psychotherapy is the future of healing the entire person-body and mind. Sectionby-section, this toolbox guide the clinician through: - Targeted somatic interventions for trauma, stress and PTSD - Steps to
incorporate the body into your current therapeutic approach - Mindfulness techniques and breath work - Starting guidelines,
safety concerns and keys to success - Getting to know their own body to better use body work with clients

Master of O
This entertaining, photo-illustrated book teaches 37 step-by-step techniques for tying sensual and beautiful rope bondage.
Two Knotty Boys Showing You The Ropes is designed for fun, easy, hands-on practice with more than 750 photographs and
captions, tied and written by the world-acclaimed bondage experts the Two Knotty Boys.

Better Bondage for Every Body
The art of kinbaku, also known as shibari, is an elegant way to connect with a partner or add erotic spice in your life.
Japanese-style bondage artist Shin Nawakiri shares his safe, sexy, and beautiful techniques in this newly-translated book,
which contains numerous ties for the beginner artist and for intermediate or advanced players, including: sensual body
wrapping without knots, binding one wrist or body column, body harnesses, futomomo (thigh ties), and takate kote (chest
and arm binding). Explore the history of kinbaku, practical shibari for graceful and steamy play, the psychology of bondage
(for those tying and those being bound), and more. Now is your time to enjoy this delicious form—learning from a renowned
rope artist in the privacy of your home.

How to Be Kinky
The art of Japanese-style rope bondage has become increasingly popular in recent years both for its beautiful visual aspect,
and for the intimacy it creates between tying partners. This detailed reference book of fundamental suspension techniques
will help you understand both the ties and the body that is tied. Its easy-to- use structure encourages you to think creatively
and adapt everything to your own needs. It emphasises learning for both riggers and models by explaining rope from both
perspectives. Begin adding gravity to your rope play sessions with the range of simple partial suspensions - whilst building
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up the tools to learn the more challenging full suspensions. The process of suspension is broken down into its core
components, such as: - Anatomy and body mechanics within ropes. - An in-depth look at the takate kote. - A variety of other
suspension harnesses. - Line management techniques. It also gives detailed background information on: - Communication
and negotiation. - Safety. - Your equipment, and how to maintain it. - Assessing hardpoints.

Sexuality and Gender for Mental Health Professionals
Hamish and Paul are a loving couple with a taste for kink. Most people who know them have no idea that underneath his
tough, ex-boxer exterior, Hamish is a committed sub. Introduced to the world of BDSM by Paul, each and every holiday, the
two men pick an unusual destination to enjoy their spicy pastimes. We follow them over the period of a year as they juggle
family issues, two thugs trying to kill Hamish, and Paul and Hamish’s searing sex life. Previously Published by Stiff Rain
Press.

Handbook of Knots
"In all my years studying personal growth, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy is one of the most useful tools I've ever
come across, and in this book, Dr. Hayes describes it with more depth and clarity than ever before."-Mark Manson, #1 New
York Times best-selling author of The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck Life is not a problem to be solved. ACT shows how we
can live full and meaningful lives by embracing our vulnerability and turning toward what hurts. In this landmark book, the
originator and pioneering researcher into Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) lays out the psychological flexibility
skills that make it one of the most powerful approaches research has yet to offer. These skills have been shown to help
even where other approaches have failed. Science shows that they are useful in virtually every area--mental health
(anxiety, depression, substance abuse, eating disorders, PTSD); physical health (chronic pain, dealing with diabetes, facing
cancer); social processes (relationship issues, prejudice, stigma, domestic violence); and performance (sports, business,
diet, exercise). How does psychological flexibility help? We struggle because the problem-solving mind tells us to run from
what causes us fear and hurt. But we hurt where we care. If we run from a sense of vulnerability, we must also run from
what we care about. By learning how to liberate ourselves, we can live with meaning and purpose, along with our pain when
there is pain. Although that is a simple idea, it resists our instincts and programming. The flexibility skills counter those
ingrained tendencies. They include noticing our thoughts with curiosity, opening to our emotions, attending to what is in the
present, learning the art of perspective taking, discovering our deepest values, and building habits based around what we
deeply want. Beginning with the epiphany Steven Hayes had during a panic attack, this book is a powerful narrative of
scientific discovery filled with moving stories as well as advice for how we can put flexibility skills to work immediately.
Hayes shows how allowing ourselves to feel fully and think freely moves us toward commitment to what truly matters to us.
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Finally, we can live lives that reflect the qualities we choose.

Enslaved Valentine
The Cognitive Behavioral Workbook for Depression
Jay Wiseman's Erotic Bondage Handbook
Love getting tied up for fun? Just curious? This extraordinary celebration of rope bondage combines glorious full-color
photos, groundbreaking research, and tips found nowhere else in one must-read book. You'll get insightful writings by
bondage experts worldwide on topics like pain processing, anatomy, and rope relationships-plus the stretching warm-up
you've been waiting for. And if you're a rope bottom who's curvy, male, 40+, or gender-nonconforming, or you have a
special physical condition like fibromyalgia, you'll get helpful ideas tailored just for you, gathered from bondage lovers
spanning the globe.Those who love to tie haven't been left out, either! You'll learn ties for partners with limited range of
motion, along with tips for guerrilla bondage (aka rope bombing) from one of its pioneers. And an entire chapter is devoted
to self-tying, written by a professional international performer and longtime instructor.As for that groundbreaking research,
put your thinking cap on. For the first time publicly, a 15-year neuroscientist shares his insights developed over four yearsincluding through his own case studies-as to why rope bondage makes us feel as amazing as it does.Inspirational essays
and a list of resources round out this remarkable volume, which comes on the heels of the popular Little Guide to Getting
Tied Up. A heartfelt tribute to community and the beauty of rope bondage lovers in all their diversity, it belongs in the
libraries of rope bondage lovers everywhere.

Mine
Questions of sexuality and gender affect everyone and therefore have an inevitable relevance in the consulting room. Yet
with interpretations and manifestations of both varying greatly from person to person, understanding the inherent
complexities of sexuality and gender can be a daunting task for the health professional. Breaking down these complexities
this practical guide familiarises the reader with all of the common and many of the less common sexualities, genders and
relationship forms, and explains experiences and issues relating to each. The book contains: -Explanations of various forms
of sexuality, gender and relationship structures -Common concerns relating to specific groups -Key practises relating to
specific groups -The treatment of specific groups in contemporary Western society -Details of some rules and ideals that are
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commonly found within specific groups -Suggestions for professional practice with these groups Ideal for all members of the
multidisciplinary team, this accessible book is relevant to practitioners across theoretical backgrounds. Whether you are a
trainee or qualified psychotherapist, counsellor, nurse, medic, psychiatrist, social worker or applied psychologist, this is a
vital text for your professional practice. CHRISTINA RICHARDS is Senior Specialist Psychology Associate at the West London
Mental Health NHS Trust (Charing Cross) Gender Identity Clinic. MEG BARKER is a senior lecturer in psychology at the Open
University and a sex and relationship therapist.

Best Bondage Erotica 2015
Sexually curious adults learn how to enjoy bedroom bondage in an easy step-by-step fashion while still being tasteful and
playful Japanese-style rope bondage and erotic macramé may look complicated and intimidating, but you can learn the
basics of this beautiful, sexy art form today. Bondage artist and educator Lee Harrington takes you step by step through a
variety of concepts and ties, giving you the tools to make aesthetically rewarding ropework. Each tutorial is broken down
into easy-to-follow photographs by RiggerJay with detailed descriptions of each step, including how to tie all those knots.
From restrictive poses that limit movement to decorative rope that accentuates the human form, Shibari You Can Use
includes instruction on creating Shinju (chest harnesses), Gyaku Ebi (Asian-style hogtie), Ebi or Kuri (shrimp or ball ties),
rope corsets, strap-on harnesses and crotch ropes, and much more. How do you discuss your desires? What if you feel silly
the first time? Where do you turn if you're experienced and need new ideas? What about rope care? Open up the pages of
Shibari You Can Use to find answers to these and other questions. Pick up this book, shake off your fears about tying
someone up, and get some rope, and you too can learn Japanese-style rope bondage and erotic macramé.

Techniques of Pleasure
Sex is a bigger industry than ever, with taboos about sexual practice and pleasures being broken down everyday. But good
sex doesn't come cheap and good quality sex toys are hard to come by. This guide shows readers how to create high
quality sex toys for themselves. With over an astonishing 1400 photos, images and illstrations, this guide is all readers will
need to create their own pleasures.

The Anal Sex Position Guide
In this lively ethnography, Weiss studies the pansexual BDSM community in the San Francisco Bay Area. Weiss finds that
BDSM practice is not as transgressive as the participants imagine, nor is it simply reinforcing of older forms of social
domination. Instead she shows how fantasy play depends on pre-existing social hierarchies, even as it also participates in a
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commodification of desires.

The Ultimate Guide to Bondage
The Ultimate Guide To Tease & Denial is more than just about what to do when you want to tease your guy sexually. It's
about taking control of your sex-life and getting what you want from it. There is a step-by-step guide that will walk you
through your first month of teasing so that you can get used to doing those things you need to do to make things better. A
must read for chastity enthusiasts. Tease and denial has never been so simple. Whether you want to utilize chastity in your
relationship or not, makes no difference in a modern, healthy relationship. Reading this book will give you insights into your
partner's motivations like nothing before. You can take control of what you want and leave the rest to him. "The Ultimate
Guide to Tease & Denial is a refreshing outlook on the sexual aspect of female domination that many women find
cumbersome. I remember the days when I thought being a tease was a bad thing but Mistress Ivey has completely changed
my perspective with her book. She empowers women by teaching not only how to use our inherent sexual charm to mold
men's behavior but why it is important to release that inner naughty girl that many of us were taught to hide. This book has
opened so many new channels of thought for me as it clearly points out how vital it is to express my love for my partner by
using my feminine charms to seduce him every day and in many exciting ways while keeping him hung up and thirsty for
more." Te-Erika “Queenie” Patterson (Publisher) ConquerHim.Com - Celebrating The Beauty of Female Led Relationships

Exploring Bdsm
Perfect for the bondage beginner or enthusiasts who wants more practice or new ideas, this book will show you bondage
ties for many purposes and effects. Whether you're the top or bottom, dominant or submissive, male or female, this is an
essential reference for your bedside table. Lord Morpheous will take you through the basics of BDSM, including the
vocabulary, pop culture references, understanding types of participants, and the basics of kink culture. Once you've got
that knot tied, you'll quickly learn about both Eastern and Western styles of knot-tying, and receive step-by-step guidance
and full color photos so tying knots becomes quick, easy, and fun. This handy guide to bondage also covers safety
considerations, how to communicate with your lover, and how to take bondage to the next level.

The Seductive Art of Japanese Bondage
Curvy Girl Sex
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An illustrated, practical guide to tying more than 100 knots.
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